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The Obama Administration recently mounted a high-profile campaign against bullying in public schools, staging a White House conference on bullying prevention, featuring the President and first lady; creating a White House anti-bullying website, stopbullying.gov; and issuing new regulatory guidance ostensibly to combat this problem. The administrative core of the campaign has been a new federal bullying policy issued by the U.S. Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights (OCR) on October 26, 2010. This policy, conveyed in a ten-page “Dear Colleague” guidance letter signed by Assistant Secretary of Education for Civil Rights Russlynn Ali, has been controversial: supporters have welcomed new protections for minority victims of this social problem, while critics have argued that the Obama Administration has effectively created a new right unauthorized by Congress. As a substantive matter, two things must be said about OCR’s new bullying policy. First, it is neither new nor a bullying policy. Rather, it is a repackaging of longstanding OCR interpretations of harassment law. In this sense, as this article will show, it is not what supporters and critics alike have assumed it to be. Nevertheless, it is an important document, because there is considerable policy significance in the Obama Administration’s determination as to which of OCR’s prior decisions merit this form of codification, although its greatest substantive contribution may lie in an area that has received scant attention. Second, it is neither a straightforward application of federal anti-discrimination statutes, nor a faithful application of judicial case law. Instead, it provides OCR’s distinctive and controversial interpretation of its civil rights statutes, deviating in significant ways from the courts’ precedents.

I. An Harassment Policy in Disguise

Given the amount of news coverage and political buzz that have surrounded the topic of bullying, it is not surprising that the Obama Administration would want to take a stand on it—or at least to be perceived as having done so. On its face, the OCR anti-bullying policy appears to be about the bullying. This may explain why supporters hailed the policy as a necessary reminder of federal laws against bullying, and why some critics decried it for inventing a federal right against bullying that does not really exist. The confusion is understandable in light of the document’s introductory paragraph, which begins as follows:

In recent years, many state departments of education and local school districts have taken steps to reduce bullying in schools. The U.S. Department of Education (Department) fully supports these efforts. Bullying fosters a climate of fear and disrespect that can seriously impair the physical and psychological health of its victims and create conditions that negatively affect learning, thereby undermining the ability of students to achieve their full potential. The movement to adopt anti-bullying policies reflects schools’ appreciation of their important responsibility to maintain a safe learning environment for all students.

Despite these prefatory words, the ensuing policy has nothing to do with bullying. Its topic, rather, is harassment in federally-funded educational programs and activities. “I am writing to remind you,” Assistant Secretary Ali writes, “that some student misconduct that falls under a school’s anti-bullying policy also may trigger responsibilities under one or more of the federal antidiscrimination laws enforced by [OCR].” Having made this gesture toward the topic of bullying, Ali then does not discuss it for the remainder of her ten-page policy missive and focuses instead on harassment. The reason for this is that OCR has no jurisdiction over bullying, but it does have jurisdiction over certain forms of discrimination. While Ali is not wrong to say that her policy applies to those forms of bullying which also trigger antidiscrimination laws, the policy equally addresses non-bullying discrimination while saying nothing at all about non-discriminatory bullying. In other words, it is about harassment, not bullying.

II. An Expansive Reading

As an harassment policy, OCR’s new guidance has been widely and correctly understood as providing an “expansive reading” of the applicable statutes. While this has been a source of praise in some circles, it has also occasioned strong criticism from at least one former OCR attorney who has characterized the policy as an “egregious display of administrative overreaching that shows disregard for the federal courts and the legal limits on its own jurisdiction.” This section will address the broad interpretation that OCR’s new policy has taken with respect to the applicable legal standard, the status of “single-incident” harassment, the notice requirement, the status of sexual orientation, and the question of anti-Semitism.

A. The Legal Standard for Establishing Harassment

The new OCR policy has been roundly criticized for announcing a standard for establishing harassment under OCR’s statutes that disregards the more restrictive standard previously adopted by the U.S. Supreme Court. In fairness, it should be acknowledged that this deviation is not unique to the Obama Administration’s approach, since the new policy merely reiterates a standard that OCR announced as early as 1994.
and which OCR reiterated during the second George W. Bush administration. Nevertheless, the conflict is a real one.

The new OCR policy employs the “severe, pervasive, or persistent” standard. Under this standard, “[h]arassment creates a hostile environment when the conduct is sufficiently severe, pervasive, or persistent so as to interfere with or limit a student’s ability to participate in or benefit from the services, activities, or opportunities offered by a school.” This deviates from the 1999 “severe, pervasive, and objectively offensive” standard that the Supreme Court established in Davis v Monroe County Bd. of Educ. That case held that Title IX plaintiffs seeking money damages “must establish sexual harassment of students that is so severe, pervasive, and objectively offensive . . . that the victim-students are effectively denied equal access to an institution’s resources and opportunities.”

The difference between OCR’s disjunctive standard and the Davis Court’s conjunctive standard is most apparent in cases where plaintiffs allege a single severe but (by definition) non-pervasive offense. Under OCR policy, a single incident of harassment may be sufficient to violate its regulations, even though the Davis Court expressly admonished that “we think it unlikely that Congress would have thought such behavior sufficient to rise to this level in light of the inevitability of student misconduct and the amount of litigation that would be invited by entertaining claims of official indifference to a single instance of one-on-one peer harassment.”

The continuing difference between OCR’s regulations and Supreme Court standards renders OCR’s guidance vulnerable to challenge. OCR’s response to this criticism has been to distinguish Davis on the ground that the Court was addressing only money damages actions, while different considerations apply in OCR’s administrative proceedings. For example, an OCR spokesperson recently argued that judicial money-damages standards are favorable to schools because “[c]ourts don’t want to make schools pay punitive damages or lawyers’ fees.” On the other hand, this spokesperson reportedly argued, “OCR standards are different” because of the Department’s “contractual relationship with schools,” which creates “an obligation to see to it that people receive equal benefits and have equal access.” In fairness to OCR, it is at least arguable that federal funding institutions’ obligations to ensure that their funds are not used in a manner that violates constitutional requirements may sometimes entail standards that are more stringent than those that courts craft for damages cases. In this instance, however, OCR would face a steep challenge in defending its policy in federal court, given that the Supreme Court rejected the single-incident approach based not upon such issues as punitive damages or lawyers’ fees but upon its assessment of congressional intent in drafting the relevant language.

B. Gender Identity and Sexual Orientation

Equally controversial has been OCR’s apparent movement towards recognizing gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender students as a protected minority group. Both supporters and critics have received the new policy as a tool to provide enhanced protections for gay students against bullying and harassment. In fact, the new policy has little to say about sexual orientation that is either substantive or new. The policy does continue OCR’s longstanding recognition of gender identity discrimination, which relates closely to sexual orientation. This aspect of OCR’s harassment policy is neither new nor entirely out of line with judicial doctrine (although its consistency with the statutory text is another question altogether).

The new OCR policy uses precise if somewhat vacuous terms to recognize that federal law does not bar sexual orientation discrimination in schools and colleges, while conveying the sense that the Education Department is sensitive to the concerns of gay students: “Although Title IX does not prohibit discrimination based solely on sexual orientation, Title IX does protect all students, including lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) students, from sex discrimination.” It is important in reading this key language to appreciate that it means almost nothing: specifically, it does not mean that any substantive rights are afforded to LGBT students on the basis of their sexual orientation. Instead, it means only that a lesbian student who faces sexist treatment will get the same protections as any other girl. This proposition is entirely uncontroversial. Moreover, it is entirely recycled from Clinton Administration guidance, which said substantially the same thing.

The policy continues with another provision that seems to have excited some degree of popular interest, although it is in fact similarly empty: “When students are subjected to harassment on the basis of their LGBT status, they may also . . . be subjected to forms of sex discrimination prohibited under Title IX.” This means nothing more than that gay students who face anti-gay discrimination may face other forms of discrimination as well. The guidance continues, using language that similarly means less than it seems to say: “The fact that the harassment includes anti-LGBT comments or is partly based on the target’s actual or perceived sexual orientation does not relieve a school of its obligation under Title IX to investigate and remedy overlapping sexual harassment or gender-based harassment.” In other words, if a lesbian is harassed for being both gay and female, OCR will investigate the sexism charges and ignore the sexual orientation issue. This too is recycled from the Clinton Administration and means nothing more now than it meant a decade ago.

The closest that the new OCR policy comes to protecting LGBT students—for better or worse—is in its discussion of gender identity. Since Price Waterhouse, the courts have interpreted sex discrimination to include various forms of sex-stereotyping. The new OCR policy recognizes this legal development, which is hardly new, and describes it in terms that are hardly radical:

Title IX . . . prohibits gender-based harassment, which may include acts of verbal, nonverbal, or physical aggression, intimidation, or hostility based on sex or sex-stereotyping. Thus, it can be sex discrimination if students are harassed either for exhibiting what is perceived as a stereotypical characteristic for their sex, or for failing to conform to stereotypical notions of masculinity and femininity.

Here again, the new OCR policy merely recycles the Clinton Administration policy. The policy itself does not exceed the scope provided by Price Waterhouse, but it certainly pushes the
envelope on statutory interpretation. Moreover, it is easy to imagine cases in which an aggressive agency could push the boundaries between gender identity and sexual orientation—boundaries that are quite porous to begin with—in which case attentive oversight will be necessary to ensure that ultra vires measures are not taken.

C. Discrimination Against Ethno-Religious Groups

The one area in which the new OCR policy has truly changed course can be found, ironically, in a section which has received relatively little attention, namely, its treatment of anti-Semitism and related forms of ethno-religious harassment.\(^{30}\) This has been difficult policy terrain for OCR, because Title VI prohibits discrimination on the basis of race or national origin, but no statute within OCR’s jurisdiction bars discrimination on the basis of religion.\(^{31}\) This created a policy dilemma for OCR. On the one hand, anti-Semitism is universally understood to encompass racial and ethnic as well as religious components; on the other, federal bureaucrats have been reluctant to be perceived as treating Jews as members of a separate race or nation, given the genocidal as well as pseudo-scientific connotations which these terms have historically had.\(^{32}\)

The new OCR policy—which reverses a position taken earlier in the Obama Administration—firmly establishes that OCR will prosecute anti-Semitic harassment in single-incident cases of offensive language.\(^{33}\) It is now long-established that congressional sponsors intended not to create new rights for racial minorities but rather to create new enforcement mechanisms to protect the rights that were established by the post-Civil War amendments.\(^{34}\) As Senator Hubert Humphrey explained during floor debate, “the bill bestows no new rights” but instead only seeks “to protect the rights already guaranteed in the Constitution of the United States, but which have been abridged in certain areas of the country.”\(^{35}\) For this reason, the scope of protection afforded under Title VI must be co-extensive with that of the Equal Protection Clause.\(^{36}\) In affirming that Title VI can be used to prosecute anti-Semitic harassment, OCR merely applies Shaare Tefila in a manner that is compelled by the language of the 1964 Act.

Although OCR’s new policy is correct in its treatment of anti-Semitism, the viability of this policy in practice will turn on three questions. First, to what extent will OCR apply this policy in cases involving the so-called new anti-Semitism? In recent years, anti-Semitism on American college campuses has frequently related in some fashion to animus against the State of Israel.\(^{40}\) OCR must draw a clear line between constitutionally-protected criticism of Israel and anti-Semitic harassment. Second, how will OCR investigators distinguish between unlawful ethnic or ancestral anti-Semitism and those forms of religious anti-Semitism which are outside the scope of OCR’s new policy? This will be a difficult challenge in practice. Some commentators (including this author) have argued, in part for this reason, that Congress should ban religious discrimination in education, or at least religious harassment, in the same way that it bans harassment of racial and ethnic minorities.\(^{41}\) Finally, how faithfully will OCR investigators adhere to constitutional limitations on harassment investigations? This difficult question arises whenever federal agencies confront putative hostile environment law.47

III. The First Amendment

In some respects, the new OCR policy may be as important, as controversial, and as problematic for what it omits as for what it includes. In particular, OCR has been criticized for excluding any discussion of First Amendment limitations upon its harassment policy. Wendy Kaminer, for example, has lambasted the Administration’s “failure to advise schools on their obligations to respect First Amendment freedoms.”\(^{48}\) This omission is conspicuous, since OCR has usually been careful in recent years to state explicitly the manner in which free speech concerns circumscribe its antidiscrimination policies, especially in the area of hostile environment law.\(^{49}\)

OCR’s decision not to recognize First Amendment limitations is particularly conspicuous in its new policy document, given the aggressive position that it is taking on the legal standards for establishing harassment. To the extent that OCR will find harassment in single-incident cases of offensive discrimination, it may well face legal challenge in the form of First Amendment limitations.
speech that are merely “severe, pervasive, or persistent,” First Amendment concerns will inevitably arise. Indeed, some critics have argued that this definition is so broad that it will inevitably reach speech protected by the First Amendment. The American Bar Association has taken a middle position, endorsing the new policy but admonishing that it “should not be used to compromise the protected First Amendment free speech rights of students.” OCR would be wise to heed the ABA’s counsel, advising schools that the new policy should not be construed in ways that will limit speech protected under the First Amendment.
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